Atlas Corps facilitates professional Fellowships between the world’s best emerging change leaders and U.S. organizations addressing critical social issues. Atlas Corps Fellows serve at US-based Host Organizations for 12 to 18 months to further develop themselves as leaders, strengthen organizations, and join an alumni community of skilled social change professionals. Profiled as a “best practice” in international exchange by the Brookings Institution and World Economic Forum, and featured in the Washington Post and Forbes as a model social entrepreneurship program, Fellows are enrolled in an ongoing training program throughout their term of service in the United States and then return to their home countries to utilize the skills and talents they’ve gained throughout their Fellowship.
ATLAS CORPS FELLOWS

- 2-10 years of experience in their fields
- 65% hold advanced degrees
- Fluent in written and spoken English
- Firsthand cultural and regional expertise

during their fellowships:

- Serve at their Host Organizations for 12-18 months
- Receive 200+ hours of professional development training
- Perform a variety of roles at their Host Organizations, including:
  - Marketing/Communications
  - Program & Project Management
  - Monitoring & Evaluation
  - Research & Report Writing
BENEFITS OF HOSTING A FELLOW

- Utilize expertise of rising professionals
- Strengthen team with diverse perspective for 12-18 months
- Streamline recruitment and hiring efforts
- Focus on talent while Atlas Corps handles administrative tasks (Stipend, health insurance, visa fees, flight, taxes, etc)

HOST RESPONSIBILITIES

- Contribute a host fee of $37,000 - $50,000*  
  * Ask our Partnerships Team about current specially-funded opportunities
- Provide daily management, meaningful work opportunities and professional development
- Offer a workspace (desk, phone, computer)
- Attend a site supervisor orientation to prepare for a successful Fellowship
WHERE ARE OUR HOSTS?

Host Testimony

“Ester was such a joy to have with us and, in such a short amount of time, she became an instrumental part of our team. Her contributions have improved the quality of marketing communications to better engage and retain our donors around the world. She spearheaded the development of a number of new communications that had never been created before, and she also took the lead in creating our online intranet presence including a new market entry toolkit. Overall, our team is stronger and our materials and resources are greatly improved. Ester has set a strong foundation that we can continue to build upon into the future.”

Chris Samuel, Save the Children

Sunga has done an outstanding job growing a flagship program into a dynamic, scalable strategy that will help drive our ability to serve more people around the world—and we still have 6 months to go! Sunga has cultivated relationships through the program that have provided critical product/program feedback; she has built program content that is driving our ability to scale it to more learners; and in general embodies our values in a way that inspires new team members to jump into and get started with their priorities/goals.

Kamilla Sakkijha, Philanthropy University